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IPTV Protection Services

Stay ahead of threats to your content with comprehensive protection.
Stay ahead of threats to your content with comprehensive protection.

With the advent of Internet Protocol television (IPTV), consumers now have access to thousands of live streaming channels.

The bad news? Pirating is on the rise. A recent study showed that nearly half of US consumers were unwilling to pay for even one streaming on-demand service. Illicit Streaming Devices (ISDs) have become a primary channel for unauthorized access to your content.

Fortunately, OpSec Online offers 360° protection for every major outlet – and a state-of-the-art solution designed specifically for today’s IPTV threats so you can:

- Detect, verify and enforce in near real time
- Gather intelligence over a comprehensive database of IPTV services
- Avoid detection by unauthorized platforms with discreet scanning
- Prioritize IPTV services for disruption with traffic-based enforcement

Features

- Award-winning video fingerprinting with 100% accurate validation
- Image pre-processing, reverse entity check and DNS data review
- Escalation to dedicated server providers (DSPs), Tier 1 ISPs and payment processors
- Litigation support objectives with court-ready network evidence

FIGHTING ON YOUR BEHALF

Our global organization of dedicated analysts and engineers customizes your strategy to meet business goals and guide enforcement efforts. We collaborate with all stakeholders and streamline the process for you, always providing a direct line of communication to our research teams.

REPORTING YOUR RESULTS

Your online portal features a customizable dashboard tailored to highlight insights most relevant to your goals. Integrate your key performance indicators into the system to track success.
The Solution

- Unauthorized service intelligence gathered using proprietary research as well as search engines, online forums and social media
- Evidence gathered covertly to support service investigation and enforcement
- Subscription and ISD sellers detected through automated marketplace searches
- Verified infringements evaluated, enforcement actions taken, including escalation to payment providers and server hosts

How it works

Content is harvested from legitimate sources such as Pay- TV, free-to-air or subscription OTT App.

Content is encoded and transferred to dedicated IPTV streaming servers or content delivery networks (CDNs).

Subscriptions to bundles of unlicensed content are offered for sale through a network of resellers and affiliates.

Consumers purchase pre-configured ISDs or subscription codes for existing devices to

About OpSec

For nearly forty years, brands, institutions, and governments around the world have relied on OpSec to ensure the integrity of goods and documents. In a world of rising fraud and black-market alternatives, we are the layer of truth that powers revenue-generating relationships. This is only possible through a unique combination of proven security experience, deep industry expertise, the market’s broadest range of solutions, and a commitment to digital and physical integration leadership. For brands that depend on sustained relationships with customers, OpSec secures integrity, enhances loyalty, and protects revenue. For more information please visit www.opsecsecurity.com.
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